CIRCUMSTANCES CREATE NEW TRAVEL PATTERNS

Seafood Expo Global - Brussels
ONCE A YEAR IN APRIL...
National strike
8 STOPS
SHUTTLE SERVICE 2015

Maximo Hurtado
@CanadaSpain1
Better than expected. I took the shuttle bus and some have taken the Metro for #SEG15
9:48 AM - 22 Apr 2015

Choose MSC @MSCoolabel - 23 apr.
Big well done to @euroseafood for arranging shuttle services due to transport strike. We actually enjoyed it! #SEG15

SHUTTLE STRIKE
LOUISE/LOUIZA
All shuttles will run from 07:30h - 23:00h on a continuous loop.
34 DEAD IN BRUSSELS ATTACKS
“You go to Brussels ... it’s like living in a hellhole right now.”

DONALD TRUMP
REPUBLICAN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE

POLITICO
2017

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
CONCLUSIONS

SEAFOOD SHUTTLE

ROGIER

Between 07:30 and 12:00:
City shuttles from the city center to Brussels Expo

Between 16:00 and 20:00:
City shuttles from Brussels Expo to the city center
PLEASE DO NOT EXIT WITH FISH